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Main Window
When MidiYodi is started the Main Window is displayed. The Main window allows examination and
editing of MIDI file where files of type 0 and type 1 are supported.
Files can be opened either from the Open Dialog, the MIDI File Explorer or by drag-n-drop'ing a MIDI file
onto the Main window.

Measure Bar
The measure bar displays at the far left the duration of and on what tick mark within the song the
playback is currently located followed by the rolled out songs measure numbers and beat marks.
Each message within a MIDI file is associated with a specific tick location which can be used together with
the Event Editor and Event Examiner that displays the tick location for each message within a song.
Once a MIDI file has been opened the Main window contains the following areas.Positioning playback
Clicking the left mouse button anywhere within the measure bar will move playback to that location. A
black line indicates where playback is currently located. Position may also be changed using the playback
& navigation controls.
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Selecting a section
A section of the song may be selected for loop playback or removal purposes. A section is selected by
pressing and dragging the left mouse button in the measure bar. The selection type is based on the Snap
to beat option set at the top of the window. Clicking the right mouse button in the measure bar will clear
any selection.

Changing the measure width
Measure widths may be adjusted using the slider in the lower, right corner of the Main Window or using
keyboard shortcuts (+) or (-).

Meta Message Lanes
The meta message lanes displays some of the most common meta messages from the MIDI file.
Meta message are attached to specific locations (ticks) in the song and mostly, dictated by the MIDI
standard, sits on track 1 where MidiYodi tries to collects them. Note that none of these messages are
mandatory within a MIDI file.
Meta message lanes to display are customized in the Preferences dialog and includes:
Marker

Markers are plain text often used for rehersal marks etc. MidiYodi just displays the
text where set.

Time
signature

MidiYodi displays time signature and adjusts the beats in the Measure bar accordingly

Key
signature

Key signatures at different locations in the song. Note that this is simply a numeric
value added by the author of the MIDI file. If set wrong or not at all the song will still play
exactly the same since each notes playing pitch is set by itself. MidiYodi simply displays
each key signature where set.

Tempo

Playback tempo. If not set 120 BPM is assumed by the MIDI standard. MidiYodi
displays each tempo where set.

Lyrics

Song/karaoke lyrics. MidiYodi fetches these from track 1 but if not present,
subsequent tracks are scanned for lyrics and the first found is displayed in the lane.
Double-clicking on the lyrics track will display the Lyrics Examiner.
Note that since a lot of lyrics often appear in each measure the measure width may have
to be adjusted using the slider in the lower, right corner.

Text

Any type of text messages inserted by the author in the MIDI file.

Tracks
The Track area contains a list of all available tracks within the MIDI file. MIDI files of type 0 only have one
track but may be trackified by MidiYodi.
Each track contains a Track control panel to the left and a Track overview area to the right that displays
notes and a volume curve an a scrollable viewport.
Keyboard Shortcuts:
•
•

Scroll the tracks viewport up and down: (PAGE UP) and (PAGE DOWN)
Select the next or previous track: (UP-arrow) and (DOWN-arrow)
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Track control panel

The track control panel comes in two shapes depending on if the track contains any notes. Each track
displays a track number and a track name. If the track lacks a track name message it is defaulted to a
question mark. Track names may be changed by double-clicking the existing track name or by selecting
Edit Track Name from the track popup menu. If a track contain Channel events (notes etc.) the channel
number is displayed within parantheses after the track name. If more than one channel number is
represented on the track then an asterisk is shown instead of the number.
For tracks containing notes its first instrument (program change message) is selected in the combo box.
Selecting another instrument in the combo box will play the track using the new instrument. If no
instrument is defined within the track the default instrument Piano is used.
A slider allows the track volume to be adjusted. If changed, the volume for the complete track is set to
the new value. Thus if the track originally contained volume changes like a fade-in then these changes are
not adjusted but completely replaced which in effect will remove the fade-in.
Solo and Mute buttons are available to allow a track to be played individually (solo) or to be excluded at
playback (mute).
Keyboard shortcuts (S) and (M) will solo or mute selected tracks.

Track overview area
The track overview area displays miniature notes and a volume curve for each track. Here, tracks may
also be selected for further manipulation or examination in the Keyboard-, Score- or Event
examiners. Double clicking a track will show the track content in the default examiner, defined in the
Preferences dialog.
A track is selected by clicking it and multiple tracks be selected if the CTRL key is pressed at the same
time and subsequent tracks can be selected if SHIFT is pressed at the same time.
A popup menu is displayed when the right mouse button is pressed on a track. In addition to the controls
and examiners described further down, the menu hosts the following options:
Edit Track Name

Selects the track name in the Track Control Panel for editing. (Same as
double-clicking the track name.)

Save Track

Displays a file entry dialog where the selected track only may be saved in a
new MIDI file.

Transpose Track 8va
Up

Transposes the selected track one octave up.

Transpose Track 8va
Down

Transposes the selected track one octave down.

MIDI File menu and controls
Open

CANATO

Displays an Open file dialog where a MIDI file can be selected and read into the Main
Window. Ctrl-O)
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File
Explorer

Displays the MIDI File Explorer where entire folders and subfolders can be examined
for MIDI file contents. (Ctrl-E)

Save

Saves the current MIDI file into the original file. (CTRL+S)
License constraints: In the trial version saving files is disabled.

Save As...

Saves the current MIDI file in a new file. (CTRL+SHIFT+S)
License constraints: In the trial version saving files is disabled.

Save
Tracks...

Allows individual tracks to be saved in their own MIDI files using the Track Saver tool.
The option is only available if a MIDI file with more than one track is loaded.

Trackify

Groups MIDI channel messages on separate tracks. This feature is useful on MIDI files
of type 0 if one wants to be able to examine and control each channel. The trackify
process will use a first track for MIDI messages not bound to channels such as meta
messages and then one track per represented channel.

Transpose

Transposes enitire song in half-steps up or down.

Change
tempo

Changes the initial tempo to the newly entered value and all subsequent tempos
proprtionally.

Exit

Closes the MidiYodi application. (CTRL+Q). If unsaved changes exist MidiYodi asks if
these should be saved prior to exiting.

Playback & Navigation controls
Start/Stop
playback

Starts or stops playback of the song. (ESC)

Repeat
playback

ON: playback will lbe repeated within the selected section or, if no section is
selected, repeat from the beginning when finished.
OFF: playback will continue and stop at the end of the song.

Snap to beat

ON: snaps the playback indicator and selection to beats.
OFF the playback indicator flows smothless.

Auto scroll

ON: the view will scroll sideways automatically when the playback indicator
reaches the right side of the viewport.
OFF: the view will not scroll automatically.

Goto start/end

Moves the playback indicator to the beginning of the song. (HOME)
Moves the playback indicator to the end of the song.(END)

Goto next/prev
meta

Moves playback indicator to the next selected meta message type. (CTRL+rigth
arrow)
Moves playback indicator to the previous selected meta message type.
(CTRL+left arrow)

Examiners and other windows
Event Examiner
CANATO

Displays an Event Examiner for each selected track where all messages
contained within the track can be viewed. (F1)
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Keyboard
Examiner

Displays a Keyboard Examiner for each selected track where notes can be
examined in a keyboard like view. (F2)

Score Examiner

Displays a Score Examiner for each selected track where notes can be examined
in a score like view. (F3)

Lyrics Examiner

Displays a dialog showing karaooke lyrics if present in the MIDI file. The dialog
can also be displayed if double-clicking the Lyric meta track. (F4)

Jukebox

Displays the Jukebox where MIDI file playlists can be managed and played.

Preferences

Displays the Preferences dialog where MidiYodi settings can be applied. (F9)

Edit controls
Undo

Regrets the latest change and reverts to the previous version. (CTRL+Z)

Redo

Loads the lastest regretted change. (CTRL+Y)

Remove
selected
section

Removes the section of the song that is currently selected. If the initial part of a
song is cut most meta message events and program change events etc. are kept
so that the song would not loose its initial instruments, tempo, key signature etc.

Add event

Opens the Event Editor 3.2 where any type of event can be added, targeting the
first selected track. (INSERT)

Change
channel

Changes all channel related events from one channel to another on the first
selected track.

Add track

Adds a new track below the currently selected track or at the end if no track is
selected. (CTRL+A)

Remove
selected
track(s)

Removes all tracks that are currently selected. (DEL or BACKSPACE)

Duplicate
track

Duplicates selected track and puts the copy below the selected track. (CTRL+D)

Move track up

Moves the selected track one slot up (CTRL-UP arrow)

Move track
down

Moves the selected track one slot down (CTRL-DOWN arrow)
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File Explorer
The MIDI File Explorer is a very usefult tool to rapidly explore the type and content of multiple MIDI files.

Folder Selection Area
The top area is a file browser where navigation and layout is operating system dependent. (The picture
displays the Windows version.)

Look in

The currently opened folder (operating system dependent). If the folder contains any MIDI
files, they will automatically show in the Explorer area below if they match the filter. If the
folder contains other folders these will be available for selection below. Finally, by clicking
this option all parent folders are displayed for selection as well.

Deep
Scan

Scans the currently opened folder and all subsequent folders below for MIDI files. All files
found, matching the filter, will be displayed in the Explorer area below.

Files of
type

Type of files displayed above. (This option is part of the file selection component but pays
no value in the File Explorer since it always displays folders above. Operating system
dependent)

Matched
files

Displays the number of files currently listed below.
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Filter Area
The Filter area allows adding values to additionally filter the displayed MIDI files. The following options
are available.
MIDI file type

Filters files based on their MIDI filetype (0 or 1).
Valid options: 0, 1

Filename

Filters files containing the given character(s) in their names.

Key signature

Filters files having the set key signature as its first key signature.
Option examples: D, Eb, C# etc.

Time signature

Filters files having the set time signature as its first time signature.
Option examples: 3/4, 6/8 etc.

Tempo

Filters files having the set tempo as its first tempo signature.
Option examples: 120, 56 etc.

Apply Filter

Applies the current filter values to the list currently displayed in the Explorer
area.

Reset Filter

Resets the filter values and any filter(s) applied to the list of files displayed in the
Explorer area.

Explorer Area
The explorer area is a very powerful tool where MIDI information is extracted and displayed from multiple
files in a folder and thus quickly could be examined for content. (Files displayed in gray are invalid MIDI
files.)
•
•
•

Clicking on a column header will sort the list ascending on that column. Clicking again will reverse
the sort order.
Double-clicking a row will load the MIDI file into the Main window without closing the MIDI File
Explorer window.
Resting the mouse over a row will display the files full pathname and the instruments and their
channels that is utilized within the song.

Drag-n-Drop
•
•

MIDI files may be selected and dragged from an external file browser and be dropped into the
Explorer Area and be loaded and displayed based on the filter settings.
Selecting then dragging a row will copy the MIDI file into the drag-n-drop buffer to be dropped (and
hopefully opened) in any application supporting the drop of MIDI files.

License constraints: In the trial version MIDI information for only the first three selected file will be displayed. Other files
will display "trial" in each column.

For each file the following information will be displayed:
Filename

Name of the file. If this is an invalid MIDI file it will use a crossed document symbol.

Folder

Displays the name of the folder in which the file resides.

Type

MIDI file type. Could be 0, 1 or 2. Note, MidiYodi only support type 0 and 1.
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Key

Initial key signature if present in the MIDI file.

Time

Initial time signature if present in the MIDI file.

Tempo

Initial tempo if present in the MIDI file.

Duration

The duration of the song in minutes and seconds.

Measures

The number of measures in the MIDI file.

Tracks

The number of tracks in the MIDI file.

Instruments The number of instruments available in the MIDI file.
Displays a microphone if the MIDI file contain lyrics and, if so, the number of tracks
containing lyrics.

Lyrics

Bottom Area
At the bottom of the window the following buttons are available:
Bulk
Edit

Opens the Bulk Editor dialog containing the files currently on display in the Explorer area
above below.

Close Closes the MIDI File Explorer window.
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Bulk Editor
The Bulk Editor is a powerful tool to edit similar MIDI data in a set of MIDI files. (Note that the original
files are never changed but edited copies are created)
The Bulk Editor uses the MIDI File Explorer to make an initial selection of the files targeted for editing.
Use the File Explorer to find and filter out the MIDI files that may be targeted for editing. Once in the list
click Bulk Edit and the Bulk Editor dialog appear.

Song Selection

Source Files
The Source Files area list all files that are candidates for the bulk editing. The file list is populated from
the File Explorer view from which the editor is launched.
Edit?

Determines if the file should be part of the bulk edit or not. (For convenience the Select
All checkbox above selects or deselects all files.)

Filename

Name of the source filename. Note that the name will be used for the target (edited) file
which will be put in a subfolder named bulkedit. (See Target Folder below).

Target Folder(s)
Files displayed and selected in the Bulk Editor may reside in different folders. On edit, MidiYodi will
create a subfolder in each folder where edited copies of the selected files will be created. MidiYodi
creates and names this folder bulkedit in the same folder as where the source file resides.
CANATO
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If any files with the same name already exist in the bulkedit folder they will be overwritten.

Edit Options
The Edit Options tab is used to configure what MIDI values that should be added or updated in each
target file. Each option may be set separately but at least one has to be set.

Set tempo

Sets the tempo in all files to the value specified in BPM. (Valid range 10 - 500 BPM). If
any of the files contain multiple tempo events all these will be erased so the entire file
will have the new tempo.

Set time
signature

Sets the time signature to the value specified as nominator/denominator. (e.g. 6/8)
If any of the files contain multiple time signature events all these will be erased so the
entire file will have the new time signature.
Allows an Instrument to be assigned to each channel. This is handy if multiple MIDI files
with the same channel layout (like i.e. choir arrangements, SATB) lacks or has the
wrong instrument assigned.

Channel
Configuration The 16 channels are predefined where each (except #10 that are dedicated for Drums)
can have an Instrument set. If the target MIDI files contains event on that channel a
Program Change event will be added with the new instrument.
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Keyboard Examiner
The Keyboard Examiner is used for note editing or closer examination of note pitches and their duration
where each note is drawn in a stand-up keyboard like view.

Examination Area
The gray rows indicate the black keys on a keyboard. Each C is labeled from C-0 (lowest) to C-10
(highest).
The view contains a horizontal scrollbar to scroll the viewport within the song and a vertical scrollbar to
scroll within the octaves. Note that if the song is being played and Auto scroll is enabled in the Main
Window then using the horizontal scrollbar will result in that the view port is auto readjusted if playback
moves outside the view.
The view also contains a horizontal slider that adjusts the visible measure width, keyboard shortcut (+) or
(-), and a vertical slider that adjusts the "note" height.
For closer examination, a grid may be added using the Grid selection box.

Playback Controls
Playback can be started and stopped from the examiner windows as well using the playback controls at
the top or the Escape-key
The examined track may also be solo'ed or muted using the S and M buttons or the (S) and (M) keys.

Measure Bar and Meta Message Lanes
The measure bar displays the duration and on what tick mark within the song the playback is currently
located followed by the rolled out songs measure numbers and beat marks. Clicking the left mouse
button anywhere within the measure area will move playback to that location. A black line indicates
where playback is currently located.
Meta message lanes, as described in the Main window, may also be displayed in the Keyboard Examiner.
What lanes to display is configured in the Preferences dialog.
CANATO
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Note Editing
Notes can be added, deleted, moved and copied. Notes can also have their duration, pitch and velocity
changed. To assist in note layout the examiner offers Grid view selection.
Selected notes are colored in red and are target for note editing actions.

The table below summarize the key and mouse actions used to edit notes in the Keyboard Examiner:
Action

Mouse/Key

Select a note

MB1 click on note

Deselect a note

SHIFT+MB1 click on the selected note

Extend selection with
another note

SHIFT+MB1 click on next note to select

Rectangle selection

MB1 drag outside any notes Notes within the rectangle will be selected
when MB1 is released.

Select all notes on
track

CTRL+A

Add a note

CTRL/CMD+MB1 click where the note should be added. Notes initial duration
is set to current grid size.

Delete selected notes

DELETE or BACKSPACE key

Move selected notes

MB1 drag selected notes.

Change duration of
selected notes

CTRL/CMD+MB1 drag selected notes.

Copy selected notes

CTRL/CMD+C

Copy and remove
selected notes

CTRL/CMD+X

Paste copied notes

CTRL/CMD+V (Leftmost copied note will be pasted where the playback
indicator line is currently located.)
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Action

Mouse/Key
Right click one of the selected notes and a slider will appear showing the notes
current velocity. Adjust the slider and press the button below Set velocity to
XX. Note that this will adjust the velocity on all selected notes.

Change velocity for
selected notes.

MB1 = First mouse button.
SHIFT+MB1 means hold down the SHIFT key while klicking first mouse button.
CTRL/CMD means holding down the CTRL key on Windows/Unix or the Command key on Mac.
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Score Examiner
The Score Examiner is used for closer examination of note pitches and their duration where each note is
drawn in a score like view.

Examination Area
The black lines together with a tremble and bass clef represents a classical piano score where the note C5 is the C between the two systems. The gray grid lines are supporting lines.
Sharp or flat notes are always presented as sharps, colored in a brighter color.
For high or low notated music, where most of the notes fall above or below the piano system, the 8va
counter can be used to adjust the notes visually to fall inside the system. This might make them easier to
read. This will not change the playback pitch, only the visualization.
The view contains a horizontal scrollbar to scroll the view port within the song and a vertical scrollbar to
scroll within the octaves. Note that if the song is being played and Auto scroll is enabled in the Main
Window then using the horizontal scrollbar will result in that the view port is auto readjusted if playback
moves outside the view.
The view also contains a horizontal slider that adjusts the visible measure width, keyboard shortcut (+) or
(-), and a vertical slider that adjusts the "note" height.

Playback Controls
Playback can be started and stopped from the examiner windows as well using the playback controls at
the top or the Escape-key
The examined track may also be solo'ed or muted using the S and M buttons or the (S) and (M) keys.
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Measure Bar and Meta Message Lanes
The measure bar displays the duration and on what tick mark within the song the playback is currently
located followed by the rolled out songs measure numbers and beat marks. Clicking the left mouse
button anywhere within the measure area will move playback to that location. A black line indicates
where playback is currently located.
Meta message lanes, as described in the Main window, may also be displayed in the Keyboard Examiner.
What lanes to display is configured in the Preferences dialog.
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Event Examiner
The Event Examiner lists all MIDI messages for a selected track. In addition, it offers powerful event
editing where any event may be modified or deleted and new events may be added.

Event Table
Messages are colored according to the current scheme:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meta messages - Green
Program change messages - Blue
Note on messages - Red
Note off messages - Pink
Other voice messages - Purple
System exclusive messages - Orange

Columns:
Tick

The MIDI tick number that determines when the MIDI message is dispatched.

M:B:T

The measure number, closest beat and the tick within that beat where the MIDI message
occur.

Time

The elapsed time of the song where the MIDI message occur.

Channel

Channel that the MIDI message belong to.

Category

The message category which include;
• Meta - Meta messages.
• Voice - Channel messages like note on, program change etc.
• System Exclusive - Non standard MIDI messages used for vendor specific information.

Type

Type om MIDI message as defined by the MIDI standard.

Data

The data column contains the message data which varies depending on the message type.
For note on/off messages this will include the note pitch and velocity. For meta messages
this could contain the track name, tempo signature etc.
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Editing Controls
Add event

Opens the Event Editor where a new MIDI event can be added.

Edit event

Opens the Event Editor displaying the content of the selected event. Changing
the event data will effectively change the selected event.

Delete event(s)

Removes all selected events. (Multiple rows may be selected using CTRL or the
SHIFT key when clicking rows.)

Go to

Moves playback to the selected MIDI event

Auto-scroll

If enabled (no cross) the event view scrolls with playback always showing the
last "passed" event from the track at the bottom of the list.

Update

Updates the loaded song with changed MIDI data and closes the window. Thus,
all changes does not take effect until Update is pressed.

Close

Closes the Event Examiner window without updating the song with possible
data changes.
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Event Editor
The Event Editor allows editing existing or adding new MIDI events. It is opened either from the Main
Window to add events to a selected track or from the Event Examiner where events can be added or
updated.

The editor is divided in two areas:
•
•

The Position area determines where in the song a MIDI event is entered.
In the Event Details area the actual event type and its data is set.

Position
MidiYodi allows an events position to be set either through its Tick value (which is the MIDI standard) or
by Measure/Beat where it can be positioned on a specific beat in the song. The option End is also
available to position it at the end of the song. In any case, the given position is converted by MidiYodi to a
tick number

Event Details
The Event Details areas content varies a lot depending on what category of event that should be edited
(Meta, Voice or System) and what type within each category.
Event editing require some basic understanding and knowledge of MIDI events and the MidiYodi
documentation will not go into details about all event types.
However, many event types are fairly self explained and some that could be useful are:
Category

Type

Description

Meta

Key
signature

Could be of interest to see and navigate to in the Main window. Has no effect
on the MIDI file content itself. Changing a key signature will not change the
pitch of any notes. It's purely a "key signature" hint to the reader.

Meta

Marker

A free text field describing. e.g. a rehersal mark or a song start in a medley etc.

Meta

Tempo

The original tempo is preferably set via the Tempo spinner in the Main
window. However, if subsequent tempos should be set, this is the place.
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Meta

Time
signature

Often not set in MIDI files but could be of interest to see and navigate to in the
Main window. (Note, this event never changes the true playback key. It's pure
informational.)

Meta

Track
name

Could be set here but preferably use the convenient method in the Main
window by double-clicking a tracks name.

Voice

Control
Change

Volume (coarse) - Changes the volume of the selected channel at a given tick.

Voice

Control
Change

Pan (coarse) - Places the sound from the selected channel left or right
(center=64).

Voice

Control
Change

Program Change - Changes the instrument of the selected channel at a given
tick. Preferably use the combo box in the Track Control Panel in the Main
Window 3.2 instead if only one instrument should play on the track.
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Jukebox
The Jukebox is a playlist management tool where several MIDI files can be assembled and played in
sequence, in loop or stepped manually. In addition each file can also have its key, tempo and volume
changed during playback.

Playlist Controls
Playlists are managed in MidiYodi playlist files (*.mpl) which effectively stores references to the MIDI files
that are part of the playlist and the playback settings for each file.
Open
Playlist

Displays a dialog where a previously saved playlist file can be opened. (CTRL+O) A
playlist file may also be drag-n-dropped into the Jukebox.

New
Playlist

Resets the Jukebox including clearing listed MIDI files and dropping a possibly loaded
playlist file.

Save

Saves the currently loaded playlist file. (CTRL+S)
License constraints: In the trial version saving files is disabled.

Save As...

Saves the current MIDI file in a new file. (CTRL+SHIFT+S)
License constraints: In the trial version saving files is disabled.

Content Controls
Add File

Opens a file selection dialog where one or many MIDI files may be selected to be part
of the playlist. MIDI files may also be drag-n-dropped into the Jukebox window.
Note that once added to a playlist the MIDI files are referenced via their filenamepath so
they must not be moved or renamed.

Remove
File

Removes selected MIDI files from the playlist. (Note, the files are not removed from
disk.)

Move Up

Moves selected MIDI file one step up in the playlist.

Move
Down

Moves selected MIDI file one step down in the playlist.
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Playback Controls
Start
Playback

Starts playback of playlist. Playback will start at the first selected MIDI file or the
first one in the list if none is selected. (ESC-key)
MIDI files with playback volume set to zero will be skipped.

Stop
playback

Stops playback of the playlist (ESC-key)

Playback
Mode

Defines where the Jukebox should stop playback.
• Plays all MIDI files from start* to end of the list and stops playback there.
• Plays all MIDI files from start* to the end of the list and then restarts
playback from the beginning.
• Plays one MIDI file from start* then selects the next one but stops playback
there.
*=Start is either from the beginning or from the first selected MIDI file

Key

Double-clicking a MIDI files Key column allows the song to be played back in a
different key. Enter the number of half-tones up or down (negative value) the song
should be transposed.

Tempo

Double-clicking a MIDI files Tempo column allows the song to be played back in a
different tempo. Enter the new tempo and subsequent tempos will be adjusted
proportionally.

Volume

Adjust MIDI filed volume slider to change playback volume for that song.

Now Playing
The section displays what song is currently playing and at what duration the playback is currently located.
Click anywhere in the duration progress bar to move playback to that location.
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Track Saver (splitter)
The Track Saver is a very powerful tool that allows individual tracks to be saved in separate MIDI files.The
tool is available from MidiYodi's File menu if a MIDI file has been opened that contain more than one
track.

When opened, it will list all tracks from the loaded MIDI file and mark the ones containing notes (music).
The Track Saver provides selection of Output MIDI file type, output folder and filenaming pattern and
will from there create one file for each checked track containing the MIDI events related to the track plus
Meta Message events from track one related to markers, key, tempo etc.
•
•
•

Save - Saves each checked track in a separate file named as in the Track Filename column.
Cancel - Closes the window.
MIDI file type - The MIDI file type of each saved track's file.

Folder Selection area
From this area an output folder for the track MIDI files should be selected. The folder selection areas
layout and selection mechanism are operating system specific and thus looks different on Windows and
Mac. However, these are standard GUI components for navigating the folder tree.

Filename Pattern area
Having chosen a folder the user may select what attributes should make up the filename of each created
track MIDI file. To gurantee uniquness Track Number is always checked. In addition to that the following
options may be checked:
•
•
•

Source Filename - includes the name of the original MIDI file.
Track Name - includes the tracks name.
MIDI file type - includes the choosen output MIDI file type.

Track Area
The Track area provides a list of the available tracks hosting the following columns:
CANATO
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•
•
•
•
•

Save - Check box that determines if this track should be saved as an individual track or excluded.
# - Track sequence number.
Track Name - Name of the track as displayed (and editable) in the Main Window.
Instrument - Name of (first and hopefully only) instrument playing on the track.
Track Filename - Full path filename to the exported MIDI file containing the track.
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Preferences
The Preferences dialog allows customization features that are saved between invocations of MidiYodi.

Language

Language to use for the application. (From 2018.1 English, French, Swedish and
Norwegian is supported.)
Changing language will take effect the next time MidiYodi is started.

Look & Feel

Theme

Default Examiner

MIDI Out

Startup Filename

CANATO

Appearance of user interface in general in terms of buttons, scrollbars etc.
Changing L&F will take effect the next time MidiYodi is started.
Color theme that is used for tracks and marker areas as well as in ribbons on
some of the tables shown.
This value takes effect the next time a MIDI file is loaded or some of the tablehosting windows are displayed.
The examiner to be displayed when a track is double clicked.
Device to use for playback. Available devices depend on operating system and
installed MIDI hardware.
Note, sometimes these sound devices could be occupied by other applications.
Make sure these applications are closed in that case.
A default file that may loaded into the Main Window every time MidiYodi is
started.
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License key to be obtained and entered when MidiYodi is purchased.
License Key

Shown Meta
Message Lanes

Without the license key some of the features in MidiYodi will be limited or
unavailable.
Determines what meta message lanes should be visible at the top in the Main
Window, Keyboard Examiner and Score Examiner.
See Main Window for a detailed description of the different lane types. (Marker,
time signature, key signature, tempo, lyrics and text.)

Additional Items Saved by MidiYodi
•
•
•

Last visited MIDI file folder.
Last visited Jukebox playlist folder.
Size and position of Main Window, MIDI File Explorer, Jukebox and Examiners.
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